ABSTRACT Interactive progressive cutting of deformable body is vital for surgical training/planning systems with resection operations. Unfortunately, it is challenging to robustly simulate this phenomenon with faithful reflection of user's motion. The underlying reason is that sophisticated boundary conditions should be considered for the consistency between scalpel motion trajectory and incision during progressive cutting. Meanwhile, both geometrical and physical primitives along cutting trajectory need to be updated for each step induced by topological modifications, which is time-consuming for interactive environment. To tackle the above-mentioned issues, we present a phyxel-associated surface mesh approach for interactive progressive cutting of deformable bodies. Our method is based on a hybrid geometry, including a triangular surface mesh and an internal physical point cloud (phyxels), and we employ the moving least squares shape function to achieve the fast bijective mapping. This structure can well decouple the mechanical modeling from the geometry processing, thus allowing efficient handling of topological modifications, mechanical response, and rendering issues. Furthermore, we propose tailored continuous collision detection and constrained bilateral triangulation methods for fast geometrical modification. Besides, a dynamic adaptation scheme is proposed to avoid material slivers along splitting trajectories and guarantee numerical stability of simulation. Experimental results demonstrate that our method can provide effective progressive cutting simulation with realistic mechanical response, and it has a great potential to be an efficient and versatile computational framework for interactive surgical cutting simulation with high fidelity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual reality based surgical training/planning system has become an important trend in the development of modern surgical education and treatment, which can improve surgical skills for apprentices, assist surgeons perform more precise interventions and reduce trauma for patients. Interactive progressive cutting simulation of deformable bodies is at the core of surgical training/planning system with resection operation, which involves three major tasks: efficient topological modifications during interactive progressive cutting procedure, stable incorporation of cuts into the deformable model, and precise contact handling. However, it is a challenging problem to robustly, accurately and efficiently simulate interactive progressive cutting with physical fidelity while preserve motion-incision consistency, which can faithfully reflect the user's motion. The underlying reason is that physical primitives along cutting trajectory need to be updated or re-computed for each step during the progressive cutting, and pre-computation is generally not applicable due to the unpredictable boundary conditions during virtual surgery.
Interactive progressive cutting of deformable bodies with physical fidelity and motion-incision consistency needs to consider the geometrical, topological and mechanical representation of simulation domain. Conventional physically-based cutting methods for deformable bodies are often modeled by mesh-based finite element method (FEM) with discretization of continuum-mechanics formulations, allowing high accurate simulation of mechanical response. However, the accuracy of the FEM relies heavily on the volumetric element mesh that discretizes the geometry. Usually, complicated and irregular meshes with high resolution are required to represent the morphological details of organs in complex surgical scenarios. Meanwhile, topological modifications are accompanied with interactive progressive cutting, and the quality of volumetric mesh cannot be guaranteed during the cutting procedure due to distortion and degeneration, which accordingly decrease the numerical stability of simulation. Besides, the assembling of global stiffness matrix of FEM is a great computational burden due to the topological modifications in every time step. In addition, interactive progressive cutting is performed on deformable bodies in virtual surgery, with above mentioned problems, FEM-based cutting methods are computationally intensive. Thus, state-of-the-art FEM-based cutting methods usually simplify the mechanical computation and collision detection by embedding surface mesh into coarse hexahedra, which is insufficient to maintain motion-incision consistency.
As mesh-based methods usually suffer from numerical instability and inefficiency in handling the deformed mesh with frequently modified topology, it inspires the development of meshless methods as a possible alternative to solve these difficulties. Meshless methods do not rely on the quality of the mesh and its domain of interest is totally discretized only by a set of moving points which interact with each other according to the governing equations of elasticity. It utilizes an unstructured point cloud to discretize the geometry instead of volumetric elements, and the arrangement of these points is flexible. Meanwhile, meshless methods have greater flexibility and higher efficiency in constructing shape functions as the connectivity between points is not defined or loosely defined. Meshless methods are thus more stable in dealing with geometric discontinuities, such as large deformation and cutting. In addition, meshless methods can avoid complex remeshing and associated problems which are common in FEM-based methods, since geometry and topology of cutting in meshless methods can be completely decoupled from the mechanism. Moreover, meshless methods can provide high flexibility in dynamically updating the meshless discretization, thus topological modifications can be accomplished efficiently. However, when it comes to the continuous collision detection, especially for those related to mesh reconstruction and contact computation, due to the geometrical limitation, meshless methods can not be as precise as mesh-based methods.
Thus, by combining the superiority of meshless methods in efficient progressive topological modifications and surface mesh in accurate geometrical representation and collision handling, we propose a phyxel-associated surface mesh approach to robustly and efficiently achieve realistic interactive progressive cutting of deformable bodies, while preserving motion-incision consistency. The overview of the proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The pipeline of our computational framework consists of four components: continuous collision detection, topological modification, constrained bilateral triangulation and contact mechanics. The salient contributions of this paper include:
• We propose a phyxel-associated surface mesh approach, which is based on a hybrid geometry comprising a high resolution surface and a physical point cloud (phyxels), VOLUME 6, 2018 and employ moving least squares (MLS) shape function to achieve fast bijective mapping between mesh and phyxels. The proposed hybrid geometry can decouple the mechanical modeling from the geometry processing, allowing efficient handling of topological modifications, mechanical response and rendering issue.
• We put forward a set of tailored methods for our phyxelassociated surface mesh approach, including a continuous collision detection method, a constrained bilateral triangulation method and a graph-based dynamic adaptation scheme, to realistically simulate the interactive progressive cutting with high fidelity, especially preserving motion-incision consistency.
II. RELATED WORK
Physically-based cutting simulation of a deformable body is modelled by manipulating the geometrical, topological and mechanical representation of the simulation domain [1] , [2] , which can be mainly classified as two kinds of methods: mesh-based method and meshless method.
A. MESH-BASED CUTTING
Most current methods for interactive cutting simulation on deformable bodies are mesh-based methods, including tetrahedral, hexahedral and polyhedral mesh-based methods. The easiest way to incorporate cuts into the deformable body is to remove the elements that are touched by a cutting tool, and this simple method is widely adopted in real-time simulations [3] , [4] . However, it lacks mechanical accuracy and would severely degrade the visual quality. To improve the accuracy, several element refinement based cutting methods [5] - [7] are proposed by subdividing the tetrahedral mesh, and the placement of the subdivision vertices depending on the intersection between the cutting tool and the element. Another way to model mesh-based cutting is element duplication-based method. Molino et al. [8] created one or more replicas of the elements that were cut to embed each distinct material connectivity component of an element into a unique replica. Sifakis et al. [9] extended this method and allowed for replicas with purely virtual nodes, and thus to support an arbitrary number of fragments within a single tetrahedron. In these models, the refresh rate of the physical system is linearly related to the number of primitives of the mesh. Moreover, the stability of dynamic solvers is strongly influenced by the quality of the mesh elements. Therefore mesh based methods often focus on producing an accurate representation of the cuts while minimizing the number of primitives created and taking into account their quality. In commonly used finite element methods (FEM) [10] , the stability of the simulation strongly depends on the quality of the mesh, which tends to be preserved during cutting by introducing local re-meshing. Though, the FEM have been shown to be efficient and robust in simulations of systems undergoing small or medium deformations [11] , whereas meshless/point methods are advocated for the simulations of solids undergoing excessive deformation, mechanical splitting and topological modifications. Several approaches were proposed to maintain a relatively good mesh quality [9] , [12] . In addition, the use of dense meshes can diminish the visual artifacts and results in low computational efficiency. For interactive applications, it is highly desirable to thoroughly balance speed and accuracy. Decoupling the spatial discretization used for the geometric and topological modeling of cuts from the spatial discretization employed in the numerical simulation provides a solution to achieve this goal. Extended FEM [13] and the composite finite element method [14] , [15] are proposed based on this principle. Koschier et al. proposed a robust mesh-based cutting algorithm based on the extended FEM (XFEM), which includes the specialized quadrature rules construction, resolves the problem of ill-conditioned matrices using a novel algorithm that constrains non-contributing degrees of freedom, making it suitable for fine structural cutting and preserving geometry and physical properties by accurate integration [16] . However, the method cannot simulate interactive progressive cutting as because it only treats elements as cut if they are completely dissected by the cut surface.
B. MESHLESS CUTTING
Meshless methods [17] , [18] represent material properties by points and the evolution of the material is linked to the evolution of the computational elements. The adaptivity and meshfree character of meshless methods have enabled a number of state-of-the-art simulation in biomechanics. In contrast to mesh-based method, meshless methods represent deformable bodies by a set of moving simulation points which avoid the problems related to re-meshing after a cut and naturally provide the continuity of the physical quantities involved in the simulation (such as strain). The advantage of meshfree methods is that they do not need an explicit encoding of the material topology and can be used even in scenarios where the connectivity of the nodes is difficult to maintain without introducing errors. Steinemann et al. [19] proposed a meshless-based novel algorithm for efficiently splitting deformable solids along arbitrary piecewise linear crack surfaces in cutting and fracture simulations. They proposed to explicitly triangulate the swept surface of a cutting tool to create new surfaces after cutting, and the swept surface is trimmed with respect to the original surface of the object. The visibility criterion is usually used to handle the topological modifications of the meshless deformable object. Diffraction method [20] , transparency method [21] , and a method based on visibility criterion [22] have been proposed for correct modification of the support points in the simulation domain. Although these methods provide a solution for appropriately updating the topological relation among neighboring points, the computation involved in these modifications is too expensive to be used in real-time simulation. Recent methods, such as the visibility graph [23] and the extended visibility criterion [24] , have been proposed for real-time cutting simulation. These methods deliver considerably better performance than previous methods [20] , [22] , but still not sufficient to support real-time cutting simulation.
III. METHODOLOGY A. METHOD OVERVIEW
When simulations are interactive, the physical realism usually turns out to be a compromise between real-time constraints and fidelity of simulation results. To satisfy such requirement, the physical fidelity and precision of simulation in state of the art methods are relaxed. Composite FEM [15] and Positionbased dynamics (PBD) [25] are the two most popular methods feasible for interactive cutting simulation. Composite FEM adopts hexahedron for physical simulation and binds object meshes to the closest hexahedron for mesh deformation. New meshes of cutting plane are generated by connecting faces of hexahedrons which are affected by the cutting process (dotted blue segments in Fig. 2 (a) along the grid boundaries). The reconstructed mesh face is not exactly consistent with the cutting plane. Thus, the accuracy of composite FEM-based physical simulation is limited to hexahedron resolution. When the cutting plane touched the mesh surface but did not break the connection between hexahedrons, the deformation would not happen. PBD conducts cutting simulation on associated points, and surface mesh is reconstructed by removing influenced points around cutting plane and extracting surface with marching cubes at each frame. Point removing in this process will affect the volume conservation property of biological tissue and result in inconsistent cutting face with user's motion (red polygon around the doted cutting plane in Fig. 2(b) ). This paper presents a phyxel-associated surface mesh approach ( Fig. 2(c) ) for interactive progressive cutting of deformable bodies to achieve accurate, robust and fast cutting simulation. Most importantly, our method can well preserve the motion-incision consistency and will exactly achieve the volume conservation. Based on a hybrid geometry, in which cutting detection and mesh updating are conducted on an accurate triangle mesh and physical simulation is conducted on phyxels, which can decouple mechanical computation from topological modifications.
B. HYBRID GEOMETRY
To robustly and efficiently handle the deformation of soft body with complex boundary conditions, we propose a hybrid geometry which comprises a surface mesh and a volumetric points cloud (phyxels). A high-resolution triangular surface is employed for accurate collision detection and rendering while volumetric point cloud is employed for high efficient dynamic simulation. After the cutting operation, the framework adaptively updates the neighboring phyxels for the surface points of the deformable body. The organization of the hybrid geometry can be seen in the Fig. 3 . The hybrid geometry can make the mechanical resolution becoming independent from surface mesh representation, allowing to achieve real-time performance with certain mechanical resolution while preserve detailed surface features. However, this leads to a dilemma, on one hand, we resolve the frictional contact problem for surface mesh, rather than phyxels. On the other hand, the dynamic behavior of deformable body is solved on phyxels, rather than surface mesh. Thus, we have to dynamically bridge these two geometries, allowing the displacement and force to be transferred in a light manner.
Here we adopt MLS [26] to solve this issue (see Fig. 4 ). The dynamic property of each surface point can be approximated by the these of internal points in the support domain. Suppose a particular surface point x i , the support domain S of x i contains n internal points, U S is an n-vector containing the value of the field variables at each phyxel in the support domain
where (x i ) is the shape function of x i in the support domain.
To realistically modeling the deformable body, we adopt point-based method [17] to calculate the displacement of each point. Point based method first approximates the deformation gradient F i for each i, by minimizing
where the sum is taken over the neighbors, j, and w ij is a weighting kernel evaluated in rest space, u ij is the distance in reference state, while x ij is the distance in present state. Besides, we adopt the Piola-Kirchhoff stress [27] to model material property of deformable body.
In addition, we employ the stable explicit time integration with an estimation of the maximum time step [28] to achieve efficient deformation simulation.
where γ max ≈ nc 2 , in which n is the number of influence points for integration and c is the dilatational wave speed [26] . Benefited from our hybrid geometry, we can also resolve the frictional contact problems of both tool-tissue and tissuetissue interactions on surface mesh through Coulomb's friction law with Signorini's condition [29] .
Sliding mode (4) where δ N and δ T are the normal and tangential gap in the contact space, and f N and f T are their corresponding forces. µ is the coefficient of kinetic friction.
C. PROGRESSIVE CUTTING OF DEFORMABLE BODIES
To well tackle the interactively progressive cutting on deformable bodies, we put forward a set of tailored methods based on above hybrid geometry, including continuous collision detection, fast constrained bilateral triangulation and graph-based dynamic adaptation scheme.
1) CONTINUOUS COLLISION DETECTION
Continuous collision detection plays an important role in interactively progressive cutting, tailored for above hybrid geometry, our method is based on the following three assumptions:
* The scalpel is simplified by a line, which is defined as cutting front at current time step. The cutting front of one time step is the cutting end of next time step. * The cutting plane is defined by a cutting front and a cutting end, and is discretized with a pre-defined triangular mesh. * The surface mesh intersects with the cutting plane at intersections points, as shown in Fig. 6 . Here the line segments of surface mesh intersect with cutting plane on purple points, while the line segments of cutting plane intersects with the surface mesh on red points. Fig . 5 illustrates the cutting plane. The scalpel drawn with solid line represents the cutting front, while the scalpel drawn with imaginary line represents the cutting end. According to our assumption, the cutting plane can be defined by the cutting front and cutting end where we sample the points (green points) on them and pre-define the triangular mesh for this cutting plane. To ensure the cutting front and cutting end can form a plane, here we enforce the cutting front to be parallel with the cutting end.
We propose the following method to detect all the intersection points. To achieve efficient continuous collision detection in progressive volumetric cutting, we employ bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) technique as acceleration structure. The collision handling is as shown in Algorithm 1. For a surface mesh S of the deformable body, we first obtain its triangle set T and then construct the BVH tree, where all triangles are added as leaf nodes. Then, in each time step, we generate the cutting plane of the scalpel and find the nearest surface triangle. By using BVH tree, we can efficiently obtain the edges that intersect with the cutting plane and the corresponding intersection points. Finally, after removing the intersected triangles and reconstructing the new surface, we update the BVH tree accordingly.
To compute the intersection points, we first sample the non-collinear three points {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 } in the movement path find the nearest triangle T nearest to the cutting plane:
if intersected (Eq. 6) then 6: calculate intersection points p between α and T nearest 7: remove intersected triangles T intersect 8:
reconstruct new surface S new
obtain the new triangle set T new 10:
add/delete node in BVH for topological modifications 11: end if 12: end while of surgical instrument to solve the normal n of cutting plane.
Supposing the two endpoints of one line segment is L 1 and L 2 . We need to compute the intersection point between line segment L 1 L 2 and triangle
At each time step, we can obtain such a cutting plane and detect all the intersection points on the cutting plane and the surface mesh. Fig. 6 shows a surface, a cutting plane and all the intersection points including intersection points on the edges of the surface triangles and the intersection points on the edges of the cutting plane triangles (See in Fig. 6 ). In addition, at the end of each time step, we have to judge if one object has been separated into two objects. We employ a flag-based separation determination scheme. First, we initialize the flag values for all phyxels as 0. For each edge with two phyxels A and B intersected with the cutting plane, we find the intersection point C by our collision detection method and set different flag values for phyxels A and B on different sides of the cutting plane. If − → CA · n > 0, we set the flag of A as 1 and B as −1. Thus, we can determine this issue by traversing the flag values of neighboring phyxels for each phyxel. When one object has been cut off into two objects, the flag values of one surface mesh's neighboring phyxels are either 0 and 1, while the flag values of the other surface mesh's neighboring phyxels are either 0 and −1.
2) CONSTRAINED BILATERAL TRIANGULATION
During interactively progressive cutting, the splitting and triangulation of the detected intersected points are needed for reconstructing surface mesh and cutting plane. In this paper, we propose a flexible constrained bilateral triangulation method to perform triangulation, as shown in Fig. 7 , which not only reconstructs the surface of the deformable body, but also triangulates the destroyed cutting plane to generate the split-faces. Since there exits fixed edges during cutting procedure, we prescribe sets of line segments as additional constraints for triangulation. Fig. 7 illustrates the generalized ways of our constrained bilateral triangulation algorithm, the bold lines are the fixed edges in the surface mesh. The tow intersection points of the fixed edge are P and Q, which also form a fixed edge PQ. There are three situations for the relation between the two intersection points and the triangle ABC, as shown in Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(c) . It can be observed that all fixed edges exist in the triangulation results for all the three situations.
For reconstructing the split-face, we adopt the intersection points on the edges of cutting plane triangles to generate triangles by the proposed constrained bilateral triangulation method. Then we maintain the triangles that share the triangle vertices which are inside the deformable body. The split-face reconstruction result is shown in Fig. 8 . Here we need to start triangulation from the intersection point whose opposite cutting plane triangle vertex is inside the deformable body to avoid producing holes. There are two situations for split-face reconstruction: cutting convex surface and cutting concave surface. We first determine the convexity of the cutting region by judging whether the middle point of two intersection points on the same cutting plane edge is inside the cutting object. If there exists two points on the same cutting plane edge and the middle point is outside the cutting object, the cutting region is concave, otherwise the cutting region is convex. Afterwards, we apply specifically design schemes for cutting mesh reconstruction. For cutting convex surface, the results is shown in Fig. 9 .
While for cutting concave surface, as shown in Fig.10 (a) , the split-face reconstruction is a bit more complicated. After finding all the intersection points, for each triangle we first compute the position and average surface normal of midpoint of all intersection points that on the triangle sides, as C 1 and n 1 for triangle ABC, and C 2 and n 2 for triangle ADB. We can differentiate triangle ABC and ADB by the difference on interaction points. Then we adopt plane β 1 to divide the intersection points on the triangle sides into two parts according to their positions. As shown in Fig.10 (c) , the intersection points on triangle ABC's sides is divided into two parts: {P 2 , P 4 } and {P 3 , P 5 }. Specifically, when there is a intersection inside the triangle, this intersection point should be added to both parts, as shown in Fig. 10 (b1) and (b2) , the intersection points can be divided into {P 1 , P 2 } and {P 1 , P 3 }. For each parts of intersection points, the triangle vertices that on the same side with the intersection points are treated as internal vertices inside deformable bodies.
Then, for triangle ABC we reconstruct the sub-triangles using our constrained bilateral triangulation method, and maintain the sub-triangles (green triangles) that contains the internal vertices, as shown in Fig. 10 (b3) . With the same way, we find plane β 2 for triangle ADB and divide intersection points into two parts, then reconstruct the sub-triangles and obtain the cutting results of triangle ADB, as shown in Fig. 10 (c3) . Finally, we add all the cutting results of triangle ABC and ADB, and achieve the final results of split-face reconstruction for cutting concave surface, as shown in Fig. 10 (d) .
In addition, we duplicate the unaffected triangles in cutting plane, shown as the purple triangles in Fig. 8 . Finally, we can obtain the split-face that consists of purple triangles and red triangles. For reconstructing the surface of the deformable bodies, we first duplicate the split-faces, and then employ the intersection points on the edge of the surface triangles to reconstruct the surface by the constrained bilateral triangulation.
3) GRAPH-BASED DYNAMIC ADAPTATION
The topological and mechanical connection of the hybrid geometry in cutting need to be dynamically updated to maintain the numerical stability of simulation. Meshless methods do not require spatial decomposition but instead use techniques such as the MLS approximation to define the shape functions. Thus, we can dynamically update the neighboring relations for point based method during the cutting procedure by checking if a passing cutting plane affects the visibility of neighboring points in the vicinity of the front, to simplify the topological complexity and avoid re-meshing induced stability issue. Meanwhile, new intersection points and cutting front points are generated with the elimination of mechanical connections during cutting procedure, which leads to some triangles on mesh surface destroyed and points on cutting plane need to be triangulated to form the split-faces. Besides, new generated split-faces should move in concert with nodes. Finally, we want to adopt the simple and efficient explicit integration scheme for interactive simulation, so that stability issue need to be considered.
With the progressive cutting, we remove the edges of connectivity graph that is intersected by the cut plane. In addition, both the neighbourhood of each influential phyxel along splitting trajectory, and the interpolating phyxels for each surface point are modified according to visibility criterion. We also need to re-initialize their mass and reference basis matrix, which is used to the guarantee the stability of meshless system. Figure. 11 shows the overall process of dynamic adaption to control the topological modification among neighboring phyxels combining visibility criterion.
Initially, we define the topological relations among phyxels by using undirected graph as shown in Figure. 11(a) . The surface points can be represented by the neighboring phyxels by MLS method, and the surface points are connected by the edges of the connectivity graph, and the connected phyxels are saved as neighbor phyxels ( Figure. 11(b) ). Then we remove the edges of the connectivity graph that are intersected by the cutting plane, as shown in Figure. 11(c) and Figure. 11(e). By adopting Floyd algorithm on the updated connectivity graph, we get updated neighboring phyxels as shown in Figure. 11(d) and Figure. 11(f) .
Meanwhile, connections between phyxels are gradually splitted by the cutting planes. Once disconnection, we update the surrounding phyxels' neighbor information for further deformation simulation. To accelerate neighbor phyxel updating, we filter the phyxel by whether the k-nearest neighboring phyxels of one phyxel will be affected. The filtering is conducted in two steps. First, all phyxels with connection edges cut (dotted segments in Figure. 11(c) and Figure. 11(e)) are added to updating phyxel set (red phyxels in Figure. 11(c) and Figure. 11(e) ). Afterwards, all phyxels with at least one 
TABLE 1. Time performance (ms).
neighbor phyxel which is in the updating set are collected (blue phyxels in Figure. 11(c) and Figure. 11(e)). Since Floyd algorithm for each phyxel can be conducted in parallel, we implement the updating algorithm using CUDA for higher efficiency.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate the robustness, effectiveness and efficiency of our interactive progressive volumetric cutting on deformable bodies with different experiments. We verify our method from the following perspectives: volume conservation, validity of progressive cutting in three modalities (rendered model, phyxels model and surface mesh), effectiveness of complex incisions (including cross cutting and multiple incisions) and its applications (Liver lobectomy and brain tumor resection). All experiments in this section were performed on: (1) hardware: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU, 3.40GHz, 4GB memory, NVIDIA Quadro K600; (2) software: Visual Studio 2012, OpenGL. The proposed method has been implemented using C++. Algorithm. 2 gives the pseudocode of one simulation loop. Table 1 shows the time performance of our method in all scenarios, which indicates our method can well support interactive cutting of deformable bodies. if Dissection then 3: generate cutting plane 4: continuous collision detection 5: constrained bilateral triangulation 6: graph-based dynamic adaptation 7: update hybrid geometry 8: end if 9: frictional mechanical interaction 10: approximate deformation gradient 11: compute the diagonalized first Piola-Kirchhoff stress 12: compute elastic force 13: integrate elastic force and damping force 14: project phyxels' displacements to surface 15: end while
A. FIXED BEAM ON BOTH SIDES
Volume conservation plays an important role in the dynamic simulation of deformable bodies, since most soft biological tissues are incompressible. Fig. 12 demonstrates the volume variation comparison of cutting on a deformable beam with composite FEM, PBD and our method, respectively. The volume variations for composite FEM [15] , PBD [25] and our method are +3.10%, −2.57% and 1.03%. The experimental results shows our method can well achieve the volume conservation of deformable bodies during cutting procedure and outperform the other two methods. This is because composite FEM is restricted by the interpolation method, which may severely impact the volume conservation, and during the PBD [25] cutting simulation, the intersected points will be removed, which leads to the volume reduction. In this regards, our method is more suitable for interactive progressive cutting of deformable bodies. Fig. 13 shows the three moments of interaction-aware progressive cutting simulation by our method, which are represented in three modalities: rendered model (first column with texture), transparent phyxel model (second column) and surface mesh (third column), respectively. To achieve realistic progressive cutting both in geometry and mechanics, it is essential to maintain the consistency of scalpel motion trajectory and incision during the cutting procedure, by the same time, the physical primitives along cutting trajectory are required to be updated for each step induced by topological modifications. The rendered model (first column) demonstrate the effectiveness of progressive cutting with mechanical response and realistic visual effects by our method. The incision is perfectly consistent with the scalpel motion trajectory, which faithfully reflect the user's motion. The hybrid geometry (second column) further illustrates the corresponding view of points and mesh during progressive cutting. It can be observed that our hybrid geometric structure, which composes of a surface triangular mesh and an internal point cloud, can achieve the effective bijective mapping and accurately decouple the mechanical modeling from the geometry. After detecting the continuous collision between scalpel and liver, our method can effectively handle the topological modifications and mechanical response. In more detail, our method accurately removes the mechanical connections of the intersected edges and performs dynamic adaptation to avoid material slivers along splitting trajectories, which guarantees the stability of simulation. The surface mesh (third column) shows the surface reconstruction by our constrained bilateral triangulation during the cutting process, and the cutting plane is accurately reconstructed on both side of the cutting plane. Table. 1 demonstrates the detail time performance of each procedures of this scene, our method achieves 24.8 ms in total for a time step. The experimental results in Fig. 13 attest that the proposed method can accurately, efficiently and stably simulate the interactive progressive cutting in deformable body with mechanical response.
B. TOPOLOGICAL CHANGES OF HYBRID GEOMETRY

C. PROGRESSIVE CUTTING
FEM-based cutting method can only treat elements as cut if they are completely dissected by the cutting plane. Therefore, they cannot simulate cuts progressively advancing within a single element, while our method can well handle this issue. Fig. 14 demonstrates the progressive cutting effects by our method. It can be observed that our method can well achieve the motion-incision consistency while XFEM-based cutting [16] can only treat elements that are completely dissected. Fig. 15 demonstrates the cross cutting on deformable body by our method. In this scenario, the cutting plane of the second cut will intersect with the reconstructed split-face of the first cut, where the split-face of the first cut forms concave surface there. It can be observed in Fig. 15 that the cross cutting is performed robustly, also the cutting plane and surface are accurately reconstructed by our method. These results attest that our method is robust enough to handle various kinds of cuttings and achieves realistic results. Table. 1 illustrates the time performance of cross cutting in Fig. 15 , it achieves overall real-time cross cutting performance on the liver with 29 ms per step. Fig. 16 shows the results of multiple incisions on deformable bodies. In this demonstration, the scalpel interactively cuts the deformable model two times at different positions. To realistic model this process, we need to continuously detect the collision, reconstruct the cutting plane and surface, and handle the mechanical response liver soft tissue under tool-tissue and tissue-tissue interaction. For each progressive cutting operation in Fig. 16 , it can be observed that we have efficiently and accurately detect collision between scalpel liver hybrid geometry. With the proposed constrained bilateral triangulation method for the geometry processing during splitting, our method can accurately remove the geometric and mechanical connections cross the cutting plane, and reconstruct the split-faces and new surfaces at both sides of the cutting plane. Besides, the two excised parts of the liver fall down to the ground in turn and collide with each other mechanically. The time performance of multiple-incision is shown in Table. 1, our method achieves real-time multiple incisions with 29.4 ms per step. The experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of our tissue-tissue interaction and the stable simulation of multiple incisions can be efficiently and accurately achieved with our method. 
D. CROSS CUTTING
E. MULTIPLE INCISIONS
F. LIVER LOBECTOMY
Currently, liver lobectomy is the main option for primary or metastatic liver malignancies, benign liver tumors.
In liver resection simulation with complex surgical scene where target tissue is always surrounded by other organs, surgeons usually can't directly conduct cutting with a scalpel.
Auxiliary tools are required for smooth surgical resection. Fig. 17 shows liver resection results along with interaction of auxiliary tool. A surgical clip is used to move away surrounding organs and clip out the target organ, then cutting can be executed on the target tissue. As shown in Table. 1, our method achieves real-time liver resection performance with tool-tissue and tissue-tissue interaction with 42.9 ms per step. The experiments shows robust progressive cutting simulation results along with interactions.
G. BRAIN TUMOR RESECTION
Brain tumor resection is a surgical dissection of the patients brain, which is performed by cutting the skull open and then using a scalpel to cut out the portions of the tumor that are accessible. Fig. 18 shows the brain tumor resection simulation on a brain tissue and interaction between the tissue and surgical tools. The scalpel progressively cuts the brain tumor around the removing target, starting and ending at the same position. Afterwards, the removed target is taken out using a surgical clip. The results show that the proposed geometric model works well for both circular cutting simulation and tissue-tool interaction. In different stages for progressive cutting, the simulation results reveal stable deformation and consistent incision with the proposed hybrid geometry.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a phyxel-associated surface mesh approach for interactive progressive volumetric cutting of deformable bodies simulation in virtual surgery. Benefiting from the unstructured property of meshless method, our method can easily reconstruct the high-quality shape functions through dynamic adaptation for topological modifications and avoid the material slivers in mesh-based methods, which can guarantee the stability of cutting simulation. Besides, with our hybrid geometry and tailored methods, the mechanical computing can be decoupled from the rendering issue, which can improve the efficiency of our simulation. In addition, experimental results demonstrate that the proposed continuous collision detection and mesh reconstruction method can efficiently find the intersection points and construct high-quality surface for rendering, especially can well guarantee the motion-incision consistency and improve the immersive feeling for users.
However, when it comes to tiny geometry details on surface mesh, the deformation is not so accurate as that on flat region, since the bijective mappling between phyxels and surface mesh is not accurate enough to be represented by MLS. Thus, we plan to employ the generalized MLS (GMLS) [30] to describe this relationship. Also the interpolation for heterogeneous structure is not studied in present work. Thus, our immediate plan is to study the progressive cutting of the heterogeneous meshless deformable model to achieve more realistic cutting simulation in virtual surgery. Besides, we will investigate the coupling simulation of cutting and bleeding to achieve realistic virtual scenarios with more immersion for the surgical planning system. 
